STUDENT WORKS

Wednesday, May 24, 2000
Deane Carriage Barn
A CONCERT OF STUDENT WORKS

Program:

Yuudachi No Fugi for powerbook
Christian Bucknum, assisting

Late Dance
Kendra Kohrt

Untitled
Kathy Andrew, violin

Percussion Trio
Craig Bitterman
Brian Short
Jon Stroop

Firefly: Rhapsody for Flute
Matthew McConnell
Rhiannon Mastrocola, flute

Song of Something*
Charissa Johnson
Tom Bogdan, voice
Frederic Hand, guitar

Without You
Charissa Johnson, voice/guitar

Tango 29
MIDI realization
Ron Blatt

Bottom of the Well**
Larry Wineland

Quartet
Rhiannon Mastrocola, flute
Michael Close, cello
Phil Salathe, electric bass
Chris Swist, percussion

Empty Wineglasses
Phil Salathé
Ben Abarbanel-Wolff, tenor saxophone
Matt Hutchinson, piano
Phil Salathe, electric bass
Alex Vittum, percussion

* commissioned by the Frank Baker Song Commission

** commissioned by the John Hendrick Memorial Commission

This concert is made possible in part through the generous support of Judith Rosenberg Hoffberger ’54 and the Ruth Blaustein Rosenberg Foundation.